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...The installation…

Technology Park Malaysia
Project Details
Project Name: Technology Park Malaysia
Original Glass Type: Clear Glass
Film Installed: Silver 80 HC
Site: Enterprise 4, TPM, Bukit Jalil
Reason for Installation:
The skylight of the building was designed and installed with all glass panels. This structure and design
actually exposed the building to heat and glare especially the area without air-conditioning. In order to
reduce heat and maintain the design of the skylight, The Management of TPM decided to install our Solar
Gard® Silver 80.
Comment:
Upon completion of Silver 80 installation on the skylight, the skylight not only look better but reduce heat
and part of the glare from direct sunlight.
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Perodua Sales Sdn Bhd

Installation in progress…

The Perodua Sales Sdn Bhd
Project Details
Project Name: Produa Sales Sdn Bhd
Original Glass Type: Light Green Tinted
Film Installed: Silver 80 HC
Site: Serendah, Rawang

Reason for Installation:
The installation job is at the car showroom of the building, which is the main showroom for
Produa cars. The showroom has a skylight that exposed to sun heat and high glare; this affects
the air-conditioning system inadequate in operating. Silver 80 HC is highly recommended for
the job due to its high heat rejection and matches well in the light green tinted glass.
Comment:
Perodua Sales Sdn Bhd is the second national car (Kancil/Rusa/Kembara/Kenari) manufacturer
and distributor in Malaysia. Although the installation job is still in progress for the huge and
large skylight above the showroom, the management is very pleased as heat and glare are much
more reduced with half of the glass already installed with Silver 80 HC….
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Project Details
Project Name:

McDonald’s Outlets

Original Glass Type:

Clear Glass

Film Installed:

Solar Cool XH 63 & 4mil Safety Film

Site:

Shah Alam & Subang Jaya

MCDONALD’S OUTLETS
Reason for installation:
The Management of the most famous fast food chain in Malaysia - “McDonald’s” discovered that a
numbers of their outlets are facing heat problem especially during the evening sun. The customers are
unable to sit near to the windows due to heat problem. Then The Management has no choice but started
to look for a solution to solve the problem. The principle was given clear instructions for not to use any
blinds which block the light and view but reduce the heat greatly. The Management finds that film is the
best choice. Finally, Solar Cool XH63 & 4mil clear safety film have been selected after they did the
survey among all others film due to Solar Cool XH 63 gives almost more than 60% of Visible Light
Transmissions and rejected 43% of Total Solar Energy. The 4mil clear safety film been selected for the
children play ground area to prevent glass injure the children if any accident happened.
Comment:
After the installations, The Management was very happy and now the customers can enjoy sitting near the
window in the cool environment and the happiest beneficiaries are their children can enjoy their play in
the cool and safety environment.

